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Abstract

The paper studies how a group of distributed agents may spontaneously
and autonomously develop a language to refer to other agents in their envi-
ronment by engaging in a series of language games. The language is adap-
tive in the sense that it expands or adjusts to the entry of new agents and
new meanings. The paper describes the language formation mechanisms
and details the results of computational simulations.

Keywords: origins of language, self-organization, distributed agents, open
systems.

1 Introduction

The paper proposes a set of mechanisms by which a group of distributed agents
may develop autonomously a language for identifying other agents in their envi-
ronment. The set of agents and the set of features used for making distinctions
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are open-ended. The language autonomously adapts by the individual actions of
agents with only local interactions.

Concretely, three mechanisms are proposed: (1) Agents adopt word-meaning
associations from others and thus wordspropagatein the population, (2) Agents
maygeneratea new word and associate it with an uncovered feature set, and (3)
there is a positive feedback mechanism between the selection of a word in a con-
versation and the success so far in using that word, thus leading to self-organized
coherence. The mechanisms have been implemented and validated in computa-
tional experiments. The emergent languages do not have the full complexity of
natural languages, for example because there is no syntax. However they involve
expressions with multiple words, expressions with multiple meanings (ambigu-
ity), and meanings with alternative expressions (synonymy).

The research discussed here has primarily a scientific motivation. The experi-
ment is seen as a step in the investigation how language may originate and evolve
in distributed agents. The origins of language must have been one of the crucial
steps in the origins of intelligence [14]. Understanding these origins forms part of
recent investigations in biology to understand the major transitions towards more
complexity in living systems, beginning with the origin of life itself,[5] and of
‘artificial life’ experiments seeking to synthesise a spontaneous increase in com-
plexity [4]. Of particular interest here are related experiments on the origin of
communication [6], the origin of vocabulary [20] [12], and the growth in com-
plexity of syntax [3].

There is also a secondary motivation. Understanding the mechanisms by
which a language self-organises, may make a bottom-up approach to artificial
intelligence possible [10]. Although much progress has been made recently on
the synthesis and acquisition of sensori-motor behavior [9] [13], the bottom-up
approach still needs to be shown to be effective for cognitive capabilities. A focus
on language formation is one possible route to explore this.

The next section briefly and informally sketches the main ideas proposed in
the paper. Then these ideas are presented more formally and illustrated with ex-
amples. Next a number of sections detail simulation results. Section 4 shows the
formation of a language from scratch, section 5 how the language adapts to new
agents entering the group, and section 6 how the language adapts to new distinc-
tions becoming available for lexicalisation. Some further results are discussed in
section 7.
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2 Basic principles

Consider a set of agents capable to exchange messages with each other. Each
agent has a set of features which can be used to distinguish one agent from the
other agents. The agents can engage inlanguage games[21]. One agent, theini-
tiator, identifies an agent, thetopic, out of a set of other agents which constitutes
thecontext. Another agent, therecipient, must identify the agent chosen as topic.
There are two possible ways to do so: either the initiator points to the agent so
that identification is direct, or the initiator uses language. Language formation
and acquisition is only possible when the initiator first uses pointing and then lan-
guage. When more and more language becomes available, purely linguistic means
suffice.

To use language, the initiator must first identify which possible sets of features
distinguish the agent chosen as topic from the other agents present in the context.
There could be several such distinctive feature sets. He then chooses one and
encodes this set into an expression. An expression contains one or more words.
Each word encodes one or more features. Words are allowed to be ambiguous
and there is not necessarily a unique way in which a given set of meanings gets
encoded into an expression (synonymy).

Next, the recipient decodes the expression. If the recipient already knows
which object is intended, he can identify which possible sets of features distin-
guish the object. From that, the recipient can confirm that the expression encodes
one of the expected distinctive feature sets or infer and possibly adopt new asso-
ciations between words and meanings. This feedback then enables both agents to
adjust their lexicons. Each language game has therefore two dimensions. On the
one hand, there is the functional dimension of identifying an object using linguis-
tic or extra-linguistic means. On the other hand, there is the linguistic dimension
in which negotiations take place about the shape of the language itself.

As we will soon see, this mechanism enables word-meaning pairs to propagate
in a population of agents. But this is not enough in itself. There must also be a
way in which agents can extend the language whenever the existing language
is not adequate, i.e. when no word exists to express a set of features. This is
achieved by allowing the initiator to make up a new word and associate it with an
uncovered feature set. This action is calledlexicalisation. The creation of a new
word-meaning pair happens with very low probability because the more words
exist in a population the longer it takes to reach coherence.

Coherence is achieved through self-organization, in the sense of spontaneous
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Figure 1: This figure shows the results of an experiment with 10 agents, 5 possible
words, and 1 meaning. It plots the average communicative success of each word
(y-axis) over a series of language games (x-axis). We see a search period in which
different associations compete until one gains complete dominance.

formation of (dissipative) structures through the enforcement of random varia-
tions, known as fluctuations [8]. The fluctuations are here caused by the different
associations floating around in the population. An agent records how many times
a word-meaning association has been used in a game in which he was involved
and how many times it was successful. When meanings need to be encoded, the
agent picks the most commonly used successful association. This introduces a
positive feedback loop: The more a word gets used, the more successful it will
be and therefore the more it solidifies. When there are multiple possibilities a
temporary struggle goes on until one association wins (see fig. 1) [11].

So we see three mechanisms:propagation, when agents adopt word-meaning
associations from others,creation, when an agent generates a new word and asso-
ciates it with an uncovered feature set, andself-organisation, due to the positive
feedback mechanism between association selection and success in use.

Before I discuss the details of these mechanisms more formally, some inter-
esting properties must be pointed out.
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1. There is no single agent with a complete view of the language. Each agent
has his own private set of associations between words and meanings and can only
experience the associations used by others by engaging in language games. There
is not a single agent in charge of creating new language. Each agent is allowed
to make new words whenever it is needed. We therefore have a fullydistributed
system.

2. We also have anopensystem. At any point in time new agents are allowed
to enter the group of existing agents or agents are allowed to leave. A new agent
acquires the language of the group using the same mechanisms as those giving
rise to the language in the first place. Because new agents are allowed to leave or
enter, the set of topics of a conversation and the set of possible contexts are also
open. The language continuously adapts, in a distributed fashion, to allow the
necessary distinctions to be expressed. The system is also open with respect to
features. At any point in time new features are allowed to enter into consideration
for distinguishing between different agents. When these features are relevant they
become lexicalised.

3. The languages derived using the proposed mechanisms have some impor-
tant simularities with natural languages:

1. The same word may have different meanings, and therefore an expression
may be ambiguous. The context or additional words are then used to deter-
mine which meaning is intended.

2. The same meaning may be expressable by different words, and therefore we
see synonyms emerge.

3. There is never complete coherence among agents due to different develop-
mental pathways. Nevertheless almost complete communicative success is
observed after a sufficient number of language games, because the language
has become adequate enough to deal with all possible contexts of use.

3 Detailed description of the mechanisms

3.1 Terminology

Let there be a set of agentsA = fa1; :::; ang. Each agenta is assumed to have a
set of featuresFa = ff1; :::; fmg. F is the set of all possible feature sets. A feature
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fk consists of a pair(p v) wherep is called an attribute andv a value. A set of
featuresDB

a1
distinguishes an agenta1 from a set of other agentsB = fa2; :::; ang

iff DB
a1
� Fa1 and8a 2 B;DB

a1
6� Fa. DB

a1
is called adistinctive feature setwith

respect toa1 andB. There can be several distinctive feature sets for the samea1
andB. There can also be none ifFa1 � Fak 2 B.

A word is a sequence of letters drawn from a finite shared alphabet. In the
experiments reported later, a word is a consonant-vowel sequence, such as “(t a)”
or “(k i)”. An expressionis a sequence of words. Word order is not assumed to
play a role.

A lexiconL � F �W is a relation between a possible feature setK � F and
a wordw 2 W . Each member of this relation is called anassociation. Each agent
a 2 A is assumed to have a single lexiconLa which is initially empty.

u(<K;w>; a) is the number of times the association<K;w>2 La has been
used bya. s(<K;w>; a) is the number of times the association<K;w>2 La

was used successfully bya, i.e. when it is part of a language game which ended
with communicative success (defined shortly).

3.2 Language Games

A language gameg =< C; i; r; o > includes a contextC = fa1; a2; :::; ajg � A,
an initiatori 2 C, a recipientr 2 C, and a topico 2 C. The language game
involves the following steps:

1. Both the initiatori and the receiverr determine the distinctive feature sets
DC
o = fDB

o j B = Cnfogg. It is assumed that both agents share the same
distinctive feature set.

2. The initiator chooses one feature setDj 2 DC
o and constructs an expression

e whichcoversDj.

3. The recipientuncoversfrom e the feature setsH = fH1; :::;Hpg

4. g ends in communicative success whenH
T
DC
o 6= ;, otherwise in failure.

Thecoveranduncoverfunctions are at the heart of the language encoding and
decoding process. They are defined as follows:

� Given an agenta 2 A, cover(D;La) = fe j e = fw j D =
S
K with <

K;w>2 Lagg.
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� Given an agenta 2 A, uncover(e; La) = fH j H =
S
K with <K;w>2

Lr; w 2 eg.

The cover function yields a set of possible expressions. Only one expression is
selected for use in the communication, based on two criteria: (1) the smallest set
is preferred and (2) in case of equal size, an expression is preferred for which
the implied associations score better. The scorem(<K;w>; a) = s(<K;w>
; a)=u(<K;w>; a) for <K;w>2 La.

The overall result of a language game is either

1. that there are not enough distinctions to identify the topic in this context,
DC
o = ;.

2. That the game ends in communicative success, i.e.H
T
DC
o 6= ;.

3. That the game ends in communicative failure, which could take many dif-
ferent forms:

(a) The initiatori may not have enough words to cover all the features,
cover(Dj ; Li) = ;.

(b) The recipientr may not have enough associations to uncover all the
meanings,uncover(e; Lr) = ;.

(c) There is a mismatch between expected and uncovered meanings,H
T
DC
o =

;.

These different types of results and the corresponding steps in language formation
are discussed in more detail in the next subsection.

I have implemented the mechanisms needed to engage in language games as a
computer program written in LISP. The program creates agents, assigns randomly
values for features from the set of possible features, and then starts a series of lan-
guage games. For each game, a context, initiator, recipient and topic are randomly
chosen. A language game is printed out by the program as follows:

Dialog 47 between a-2 and a-4 about a-2.
Context: {a-2 a-6 a-5 a-4 }
a2 = (((size tall))

((shape square)))
a-2: ((size tall)) => ((d o))
a-4: => ((size tall))

(success)
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In this game a-2 plays the role of initiator, a-4 that of recipient. The topic is a-
2. The context isf a-2, a-6, a-5, a-4g. There are two distinctive feature sets:
((size tall)) and((shape square)). a-2 has picked the first one and has translated
this into the expression “((d o))”. a-4 uncovers((size tall)) from “((d o))”. The
language game ends in communicative success because((size tall)) is one of
the expected feature sets. The indication of the result of a game often contains
additional information.

3.3 Language formation rules

This section details the different rules that agents follow in the adoption or forma-
tion of language.

0. No distinctions possible

The first case is one where there are not enough features available to distin-
guish the topic from the other agents present in the context. This should put
pressure on a meaning creation process to introduce a new distinction (see section
6.).

1. Lexicon inadequate for initiator.

The initiator may not have enough associations in his lexicon to cover all the
meanings in the chosen feature structureDj . In this case the game ends in failure
and it is indicated for which features no words were available. The usageu of all
associations that were used by the initiator are incremented, but not the success
s. The initiator may create a new word (with probability 0.05 in the present ex-
periments) and associate it in his lexicon with the non-covered meanings. This is
happening in the next example:

Dialog 54 between a-6 and a-5 about a-6.
Context: {a-5 a-6 a-4 a-3 }
a6 = ((weight light))

a-6: ((weight light)) => ?
a-5: => nil

!! a-6: ((weight light)) -> (t u)
(failure-no-words-initiator nil ((weight light)))
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a-6 has created the word “(t u)” to express((weight light)). Note that the word
is not yet used in the conversation and there is no impact on the recipient a-5. If
there are several features that are not covered yet by the lexicon, this rule will
automatically lead to words that are associated with a set of features instead of
just one.

The same situation may also occur when only a subset ofDj cannot be cov-
ered. This is illustrated in the next example. a-7 has already a word for((weight light))
but not yet for((size medium)). a-7 creates a new word “(v i)”.

Dialog 39 between a-7 and a-2 about a-6.
Context: {a-2 a-7 a-5 a-3 a-6 }
a-6 = ((weight light) (size medium))

a-7: ((weight light) (size medium)) => ?
a-2: => nil

!! a-7: ((size medium)) -> (v i)
(failure-no-words-initiator

(((d o) ((weight light)) (3 . 0))) ((size medium)))

2. Lexicon inadequate for recipient

The recipient may not have enough associations in his lexicon to uncover all
the meanings frome. In this case the game ends in failure and it is indicated for
which words no associations were available. Several possibilities can be distin-
guished.

2.1. No words at all could be uncovered.

In this case, the recipient can deduce that the expression must be associated with
one of the feature sets in the distinctive feature sets, and the association is conse-
quently constructed. This is shown in the following example.

Dialog 53 between a-3 and a-4 about a-7.
Context: {a-4 a-3 a-6 a-7 }
a-7 = ((shape square))

a-3: ((shape square)) => ((s o))
a-4: => nil

!! a-4: ((shape square)) -> (s o)
(failure-no-words-recipient ((s o)))
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This operation may also lead to ambiguities because there might be more than one
way in which the topic is distinguished from the context, as shown in the next ex-
ample. The word “(z u)” comes to mean both((weight light)) and((size tall)).

Dialog 78 between a-4 and a-5 about a-2.
Context: {a-4 a-2 a-5 }
a-2 = (((weight light))

((size tall)))
a-4: ((weight light)) => ((z u))
a-5: => nil

!! a-5: ((weight light)) -> (z u)
!! a-5: ((size tall)) -> (z u)

(failure-no-words-recipient ((z u)))

2.2. Some words could be uncovered

It could be that some words could be uncovered but others could not be. When
there is only one word which is unknown, the recipient can deduce the meaning
and a new association can be created. When there is too much uncertainty no
changes are made. This is shown in the next example. a-11 uncovers the feature
(size tall) from the word “(d e)” and can infer that the word “(b i)” must be
associated with the other feature(weight heavy).

Dialog 946 between a-7 and a-11 about a-11.
Context: {a-7 a-10 a-11 a-9 }
a-11 = (((size tall) (weight heavy)))

a-7: ((size tall) (weight heavy)) => ((d e) (b i))
a-11: => nil

!! a-11: ((weight heavy)) -> (b i)
(failure-partial-cover-recipient

(((d e) ((size tall)) (14 . 12))) ((b i)))

3. No words missing

The next cases are concerned with situations where both the initiator and the re-
cipient have associations to encode or decode the distinctive feature sets.

3.1. Success
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Complete success is reached when the distinctive feature sets expected by the
recipient includes the one uncovered from the expression used by the initiator.
Both the use and the success of the association is incremented by the initiator and
the recipient. This is shown in the next example:

Dialog 47 between a-2 and a-4 about a-2.
Context: {a-2 a-6 a-5 a-4 }
a-2 = (((size tall)))

a-2: ((size tall)) => ((d o))
a-4: => ((size tall))

(success)

3.2. Success but too general

It may also be that there is success but that the recipient decoded more possible
meanings for the expression. In that case, only the success of the association that
was effectively relevant gets incremented. This leads to a progressive disambigua-
tion of associations that were unnecessarily broad. Thus in the next example, a-2
decodes “((d o))” into both((size tall))and((weight light)). Both are applicable
but only one is really necessary. “((d o))” is therefore more broad than necessary.

Dialog 72 between a-3 and a-2 about a-2.
Context: {a-2 a-3 a-5 a-6 a-7 }
a-2 = (((size tall))

((weight light)))
a-3: ((size tall)) => ((d o))
a-2: => ((size tall))

((weight light))
(success-but-too-general-recipient

(((d o) ((weight light)) (3 . 2)))
((d o)))

3.3. Mismatch in meaning

It may be that the feature set decoded by the recipient is not one of the feature sets
that is distinctive for the object. The success record of the implied association is
therefore not incremented. This is shown in the next example.
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Dialog 505 between a-7 and a-6 about a-6.
Context: {a-6 a-7 a-5 a-4 }
a-6 = (((weight light)))

a-7: ((weight light)) => ((d o))
a-6: => ((size tall))

(failure-mismatch-meaning-recipient
(((d o) ((size tall)) (10 . 6)))
(((weight light))))

The same could happen in a multiple word sentence, as shown in the following
example, where the word “(d o)” is decoded as(size tall)whereas(weight light)
is expected.

Dialog 521 between a-7 and a-6 about a-6.
Context: {a-7 a-4 a-5 a-2 a-6 }
a-6 = (((weight light) (size medium))))

a-7: ((weight light) (size medium)) => ((v i) (d o))
a-6: => (((size tall)) ((size medium)))

(failure-mismatch-meaning-recipient
(((d o)((size tall)) (13 . 8))

((v i)((size medium)) (2 . 1)))
(((weight light) (size medium))))

4 The formation of a language from scratch

This section and the next ones, discuss in detail some simulation results obtained
through an implementation of the mechanisms introduced in the previous section.
It starts with a population of 5 agents. There are three possible features:weight
with possible values heavy, light, average,shape with possible values square,
oval, round, andsize with values small, medium, tall. The agents have the fol-
lowing features:

a-10: a-7:
(weight heavy) (weight light)
(size small) (size medium)
(shape square) (shape round)

a-9: a-6:
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(weight average) (weight average)
(size tall) (size tall)
(shape round) (shape square)

a-8:
(weight heavy)
(size medium)
(shape round)

After about 4000 language games, a stable language has emerged. The lan-
guage is stable in the sense that the agents are no longer creating new words or new
associations, although there may still be shifts in usage. The following shows the
language that the agents preferentially use. For each possible feature, the words
in use, and for each word, the agents that use it are shown.

((shape square)):
[(t i) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10)]

((weight heavy)):
[(n e) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10)]

((size small)):
[(n e) (a-6 a-8 a-9 a-10)]
[(t i) (a-7)]

((weight average)):
[(r e) (a-6 a-7 a-9 a-10)]
[(d a) (a-8)]

((size tall)):
[(r e) (a-8 a-9 a-10)]
[(d a) (a-6 a-7)]

((shape round)):
[(b e) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10)]

((weight light)):
[(s o) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10)]

((size medium)):
[(z u) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10)]

Some features, such as(shape oval) are not lexicalised because they are irrele-
vant. Others like(weight average) and(size tall) are covered by the same word
“(r e)” or “(d a)” because they always occur together (in a-9 and a-6) so agents
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cannot distinguish which one of the features is intended. Some words are ambigu-
ous. For example, a-6 uses “(n e)” for(weight heavy) as well as(size small).
However it does not have a further impact on communicative success. Either the
distinction does not matter because either one of these features is enough to distin-
guish. For example, if a-8 is not part of the context and a-10 needs to be identified,
either feature will do. Or, agents use an additional word to express the value for
shape.

When we look at the lexicons of individual agents, a more complex picture is
emerging. Here are for example the associations involving(size small) with u
ands printed out for each agent.

((size small)):
[(n e) (a-6 (272 . 204)) (a-7 (203 . 88))

(a-8 (285 . 156)) (a-9 (225 . 152))
(a-10 (328 . 296))]

[(t i) (a-6 (138 . 10)) (a-7 (139 . 70))
(a-8 (115 . 12)) (a-9 (129 . 5))
(a-10 (136 . 24))]

For the feature(size small) most agents use the word “(n e)” but they all have
an association with “(t i)” as well, whose score is less, except for a-7. “(t i)” is a
rest from earlier usage where it meant both(size small) and(shape square) as
required for distinguishing a-10.

A typical conversation at this point is the following:

a-10 = (((weight heavy)))
a-8: ((weight heavy)) => ((n e))
a-7: => ((size small)) ((weight heavy))

a-8 uses “(n e)” to encode(weight heavy). This is ambiguous for a-7. But
((weight heavy)) is the only way the topic a-10 can be distinguished. The lan-
guage game succeeds (case 3.2) and the success of the association between “(n
e)” and(weight heavy) is incremented. Resolution of the ambiguity of “(n e)”
will occur when there are more cases like this.

Here is another example:

a-8 = (((shape round) (weight heavy))
((weight heavy) (size medium)))

a-10: ((shape round) (weight heavy)) => ((b e) (n e))
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Figure 2: This figure plots the formation of a language from scratch. 4000 lan-
guage games are shown. The x-axis plots the number of language games (scale
1/20). The y-axis shows the average communicative success.

a-9: => ((size medium))
((size small))
((weight heavy))
((shape round))

a-9 decodes “(b e)” as((shape round)) or ((size medium)) and “(n e)” as
((weight heavy)) or ((size small)). In this case, the use of((weight heavy)) is
confirmed because one way the topic can be distinguished is as
((shape round) (weight heavy)). Another combination((sizemedium)(weightheavy))
also matches with possible decodings of “((b e)(n e))”.

Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the language from the beginning. The com-
municative success climbs steadily from 0 to become absolute. The agents have
developed sufficient words to distinguish each other based on their features.

5 Adding new agents

A new agent entering the group acquires the already existing language. At the
same time, new words may get created because new distinctions become lexi-
calised. This is shown in the following experiment. The new agent has the fol-
lowing features:

a-11:
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(weight heavy)
(size medium)
(shape oval)

The prefered language of each agent after about 2000 language games looks as
follows:

((weight heavy)):
[(n e) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10 a-11)]

((weight light)):
[(s o) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10 a-11)]

((shape round)):
[(b e) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10 a-11)]

((size small)):
[(n e) (a-6 a-8 a-9 a-10 a-11)]
[(t i) (a-7)]

((shape square)):
[(t i) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10 a-11)]

((size medium)):
[(z u) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10 a-11)]

((shape oval)):
[(z u) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10 a-11)]

((weight average)):
[(n u) (a-11)]
[(r e) (a-6 a-7 a-9 a-10)]
[(d a) (a-8)]

((size tall)):
[(d a) (a-6 a-7 a-10 a-11)]
[(r e) (a-8 a-9)]

We see that(shape oval) has become lexicalised to make the distinction be-
tween a-8 and a-11. Note also that a-11 has introduced a new word “(n u)” for
(weight average). The other agents understand this word but will not use it.
There is now a majority using “(d a)” for(size tall). The semantic resolution of
“(d a)” and “(r e)” has therefore made some progress.

A typical conversation with this language is the following:

a-6 = (((shape square) (weight average))
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Figure 3: This figure plots 2000 language games illustrating the adaptation of
language after a new agent comes in. The x-axis plots the number of language
games (scale 1/20). The y-axis shows the communicative success.

((shape square) (size tall)))
a-10: ((shape square) (size tall)) => ((t i) (d a))
a-11: => ((size tall))((weight average))

((shape square))((size small))

a-10 selects((shape square)(size tall)) and encodes this as “((t i) (d a))”. “(d a)”
is decoded by a-11 as((size tall))or ((weight average)), “(t i)” as ((size small))
or ((shape square)). Out of this a-11 can reconstruct one possible distinctive fea-
ture set compatible with the expected ones. The language game therefore ends in
success.

Fig 3. plots how the language adapts after the next agent (a-12) is added.
Initially there is a drop in communicative success but after some time period,
adjustments and new lexicalisations restore it.

6 Adding new features

When more and more agents are added, the available features become insufficient
to distinguish one agent from others. Consequently language games start to fail
on that basis. This is seen in fig 4. When the existing set of features fails to
make distinctions, new features could be added by an independent meaning cre-
ation process. The language must then adapt by lexicalising the features that are
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Figure 4: Another agent enters and the language adjusts. 2000 language games
are shown. The y-axis shows the communicative success (top graph) and the
failure in making distinctions (bottom graph). Many language games fail by lack
of available distinctions because too many agents have joined the group that have
the same features as those already present.

relevant for expressing the new distinctions. This is shown in the following exper-
iment. A new featurecolor has been added with possible values blue, red, yellow
and green. All agents now receive a value for this new feature. For example, a-14
and a-13 have the following features:

a-14: a-13:
(color blue) (color red)
(weight heavy) (weight average)
(size medium) (size small)
(shape oval) (shape round)

After about 2000 language games, these colors have become lexicalised:

((color blue)):
[(r u) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10 a-11 a-12 a-13 a-14)]

((color yellow)):
[(m e) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10 a-11 a-12 a-13 a-14)]

((color red)):
[(t e) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10 a-11 a-12 a-13 a-14)]

((color green)):
[(p i) (a-6 a-7 a-8 a-9 a-10 a-11 a-12 a-13 a-14)]
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Figure 5: This figure plots the adaptation of language after a new distinction has
been introduced. The failure to make distinctions has decreased. 2000 language
games are shown.

Fig 5. plots the adaptation of the language. There is a drop in communicative
success when the new distinction is introduced but after a certain period, commu-
nicative success reaches again the maximum. The success in making distinctions
has also improved.

A similar experiment where a new feature with 5 possible values is introduced
is shown in fig 6. Again we see a drop in communicative success followed by a
rebound.

7 Further Results

The results discussed in the previous paragraphs were originally obtained in 1994.
Since then, considerable progress has been made on many related issues. This
section gives a brief overview with references to additional papers. Also other
research groups have been advancing, as surveyed in [?].

The first question concerns scale up: Is it possible to increase the population
of agents substantially? Is it possible to have a steady in- and outflux of agents and
meanings? Further computational results show that a scale up is indeed possible.
It is obvious that the time needed to reach communicative success (and hence
coherence in the language) increases with the number of agents in the population,
and this imposes a limit on what is eventually feasable. On the other hand, we have
been able to show that a population can cope with a growing set of meanings and a
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Figure 6: This figure plots the adaptation of language after yet another distinction
has been added. 2000 language games are shown.

growing set of new agents entering. So scale-up is reached by gradual extension of
the population. The growth rates are obviously bounded but nevertheless positive
(see fig 7). More detailed results and discussions can be found in [16].

A second question concerns the origin of the distinctions used for constructing
distinctive features. Could they be derived as well by the agents without human
intervention? The answer to this question has turned out to be positive as well.
It has been shown that a group of agents can develop a repertoire of distinctions
recognised through discrimination trees, driven by the need to find distinctive fea-
ture sets [15]. This mechanism has been coupled to the lexicon formation process
described in this paper [17], showing a co-evolution of a meaning repertoire and
a lexicon. The system is still open in the sense that new objects may enter in the
environment at all times. These results are illustrated in fig 8.

A third question concerns the embedding of these mechanisms in physical
robots. One of the original targets of the research is to understand mechanisms
by which agents could autonomously develop visually grounded categories and a
language which is grounded in their sensori- motor experience. Again we have
been able to obtain positive results. The lexicon formation and ontology creation
mechanisms have been ported to mobile robots [?] and to two ”talking heads”
[18]. In both cases, the agents are challenged to develop a repertoire of distinc-
tions and a lexicon which is adequate for identifying the objects present in the
environment. Fig 9 illustrates the physical setup used in these experiments.

A final question relates to the development of a syntax. We have seen already
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Figure 7: The figure shows the evolution of the communicative success in a fluc-
tuating population of agents. New agents enter with a probability 0.00005 and
they depart with the same probability. The agents engage in games in which they
identify themselves. The population is able to cope with the flux.
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Figure 8: The graph shows the evolution of the discriminatory capacities of a
single agent. The total number of objects (10) is fixed. There are 5 data channels.
The average success in discrimination games as well as the total success is shown
on the y-axis. The number of discriminations is mapped on the x-axis (scale 1/10).
All objects can be discriminated after 150 discrimination games.
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Figure 9: Two robots have approached each other and are now facing each other.
The robots are equiped with a dozen low-level sensors. The discrimination trees
are based on data coming from these sensors. They will give rise to categories
which are then used in the language games as described in this paper. Note the
other objects in the environment surrounding the robots, which will be the subject
of the conversation.
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in the examples in this paper that multiple word sentences arise. Recently, the
first positive results were obtained where we could show a preliminary syntax
by adding an episodic, schema-based memory that starts from recording the sit-
uations arising in multi word sentences, and then re-instantiates their constraints
when similar situations arise. More details are contained in [18].

8 Conclusions

The paper has proposed a set of mechanisms by which distributed agents spon-
taneously and autonomously develop a coherent language to identify each other
using distinctive features. The system is open in the sense that new agents and
new distinctions may be introduced. The language adapts by lexicalising new fea-
tures or by resolving ambiguities in the use of certain words. The mechanisms
have been tested experimentally through computer implementation.

The spontaneous formation of a language in a group of distributed agents ap-
pears to be quite feasable and goes surprisingly fast. Cultural processes such as the
ones proposed here, provide an alternative to genetic explanations for the origin
[7] or acquisition of language [1]. Self-organization is very common in other ar-
eas of biology [2] and it is therefore not surprising that it might play an important
role in language formation.
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